1. Call to Order

2. Approve minutes of November 18, 2014

3. Course and Curriculum Changes
   A. Undergraduate
      1. Approve the following course changes as approved by the College of Human Ecology on November 12, 2014 (sent out to the listserv by Marqueleta Wall on November 21, 2014):

      **COURSE CHANGES**
      Kinesiology
      Changes:
      KIN 310 Measurement and Research Techniques in Kinesiology
      KIN 320 Motor Learning and Development

2. Approve the following course and curriculum changes as approved by the College of Arts and Sciences on November 13, 2014 (sent out to the listserv by Karen Solt on November 13, 2014):

   **COURSE CHANGES** (see supplemental information for further detail)
   Art
   Add:
   ART 380 Introduction to Sound Art: electronics, digital, and acoustic sound within the visual arts;
   K-State 8: Aesthetic Interpretation

   **Modern Languages**
   From: TO:
   ARAB 282 – Arabic IV ARAB 301 – Arabic IV
   CHINE 202 – Chinese IV CHINE 301 – Chinese IV
   GRMN 223 – German IV GRMN 301 – German IV
   HINDI 202 – Hindi IV HINDI 301 – Hindi IV
   JAPAN 292 – Japanese IV JAPAN 301 – Japanese IV
   RUSSN 252 – Russian IV RUSSN 301 – Russian IV

   **Philosophy**
   Add:
   PHILO 331 – Philosophy of Gender; K-State 8: Ethical Reasoning and Responsibility; Human Diversity within the US
   PHILO 332 – Philosophy of Sex and Love; K-State 8: Ethical Reasoning and Responsibility; Human Diversity within the US
   PHILO 336 – Global Justice; K-State 8: Ethical Reasoning and Responsibility; Global Issues and Perspectives
   PHILO 337 – Religious Freedom and Democracy; K-State 8: Ethical Reasoning and Responsibility; Global Issues and Perspectives

   **Political Sciences**
   Change:
CURRICULUM CHANGES (see supplemental information for further detail)

Dean of Arts and Sciences
Changes to Life Science BA/BS

Music, Theatre, and Dance
Add:
Dance Certificate

3. Approve the following curriculum change as approved by the College of Business Administration on November 17, 2014 (sent out to the listserv by Alice Niedfeldt on November 18, 2014):

CURRICULUM CHANGES
Marketing
Changes to the Certificate in Professional Strategic Selling

B. Graduate – none

4. Old Business:

A. Approve the following curriculum change as approved by the College of Engineering on November 6, 2014 (sent out to the listserv by Gina Leon on November 7, 2014):

CURRICULUM CHANGES
Architectural Engineering and Construction Science and Management
Changes to the B.S. – Architectural Engineering (moving from a five-year UG degree to a four-year UG degree)

B. Undergraduate Research course template - Bennett

5. Announcements/for the good of the University

6. Adjourn

Next meeting: Tuesday, December 16, 2014; 3:30 pm; Union room 204